## Options for Online Instruction

Faculty need to plan for and then deliver instruction online in the upcoming weeks. The chart below presents some commonly used in-class instructional methods, options for moving them online using university supported tools, and links to OIT resources for more information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructional Method</th>
<th>Options for Online Delivery</th>
<th>Details and Directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lecture                                                                            | • Record in Zoom and upload to Canvas Studio. Place link to lecture video in the Canvas course site. | Creating Online Lectures with Zoom  
Getting Started with Zoom  
Canvas Studio |
| Interactive Lecture (e.g., with a lot of discussion; lecture using clickers or apps for student polls) | • Live lecture in Zoom with students participating in real-time. Zoom includes polling features as well as breakout rooms for student groups.  
• Be sure to record your live lecture and post so students can review key concepts and important information.  
• Remember that live (synchronous) sessions must be held during the regular class meeting times, as listed in the timetable.  
* It is also important to remember that not all students have access to high speed internet connections from home. Consider access issues when deciding to deliver a live course session. Students may also live in time-zones other than Eastern Standard so if you have a live session, remind them that the online meeting time is EST. | Resources for Instructors &  
Zoom Meeting Leaders  
Includes links to quick guides, tools and features, information on managing recordings.  
Zoom Video Tutorials  
Zoom Participant Guide  
Helpful information to share with your students. |
| Class discussion                                                                   | • Canvas Discussion Forum (asynchronous)  
• Zoom for (synchronous discussions and chat)  
• Canvas Chat Tool (synchronous) | Discussions in Canvas  
Getting Started with Zoom  
Canvas Chat  
Canvas Information for Students |
| Group/collaborative work                                                           | • Canvas Groups  
• Zoom Breakout rooms | Creating and Managing Groups in Canvas  
Leader Guide to Breakout Rooms in Zoom |
| Presentation (individual or group)                                                  | • Students record their presentations using Canvas Studio and submit them as an online assignment.  
• Students record their presentations using Zoom and upload to Canvas Studio. | Using Canvas Studio-Student Video/Audio File Submissions  
Zoom Participant Guide |

To learn more about **Assignments, Assessments, and Grading**, visit OIT’s [Teaching Remotely](#) page or [Creating Course Content](#) in Canvas.